**INSTRUCTIONS**

**EP-S Series Multi-function Photo /Video Monopod**

1. **Know your Multi-function Photo/Video Monopod (figures 1-4)**
   - EP-S Series monopods have Flip Leg Locks. The Panning Collar can rotate 360° or be locked by twisting the Panning Collar Lock Ring. The top of the Panning Collar has a mounting platform. The base has a ball that can swivel 20° in any direction and has friction adjustment. The Vertical Locking Collar can hold the monopod upright. The Support Feet add stability and height to the monopod.

2. **Extension Leg Section**
   - Open the Flip Leg Lock (figure 4) and adjust the leg sections to the desired length. Extend and lock the leg from big to small sections. Close and lock the leg from small to big sections.

3. **Converting the Mounting Screw (as figure 6)**
   - The mounting screw can be converted from 3/8” and 1/4” by unscrewing the mounting platform (turn counter-clockwise), removing and reversing the mounting screw and retightening the mounting platform. The wrist strap provides added safety when using the monopod.

4. **The EP-S offers added stability when the Support Feet are opened**
   - The Support Feet have three positions - First angle for maximum stability. Second angle for increased height and locked up for use as a basic monopod. (As shown in figure 7)

---

**Monopod Ball Head Base Friction Adjustment**

The Ball Friction Adjustment Knob adjusts the friction of the ball head (turn counter-clockwise to decrease friction) or stops the ball from swiveling (turn clockwise to increase friction).

**Operation of the Flip Lock and Leg Extension**

Flip the locks, extend the leg to desired length.

**Tilt and Vertical Locking Control**

When the Vertical Locking Collar is in the upper position, the leg can swing 20° in any direction. When it is in the lower position (and the Friction Adjustment Knob is fully turned in a clockwise direction) the base is fixed and will not swivel.
5. The Multi-function Photo/Video Monopod can be separated into a monopod and table-top tripod. (figure 8)

6. Use table-top tripod for low angle shooting (figure 9)

7. SIRUI VH-90 Quick Release Platform and VA-5 or VH-10 Video Head are available separately (figure 10).

8. Maintenance of Flip Locks (figure 11)

Caution:
1. After the Flip Lock is open, extend the leg sections slowly by hand to the desired length to avoid any unexpected damage or injury when extending the leg sections too quickly.
2. When separating the monopod section from the table-top tripod, place the Multi-function monopod on the ground with the support feet open as shown in figure 8 to avoid unexpected damage or injury.
3. Don't over-tighten the flip Lock Setting Screw or Leg Section Locking Force Adjusting Screw.

Warning
The SIRUI EP-S Photo/Video monopod is not designed to be used as a stand-alone support. To prevent damage to your equipment, you must hold onto your equipment and/or keep your foot on the support feet at all times.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.